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The ancient Greek thinker Anaximander lent his prodigious talents to pre-Socratic Greek philosophy, geography, geometry, and cosmology.
Ancient Greek Anaximander Drew First Map of Known World
and provisions of the U.S. Constitution, as well as the… During a break in a Federalist Society meeting, telephone lines were opened for viewer comments.
Kathleen Hall Jamieson on Constitution Day Civics Survey
After the war, a whole new Constitution—in the form of the Reconstruction amendments—had to be grafted onto the tattered fragments of the old one. The country could not return to its former ...
Did the Constitution Pave the Way to Emancipation?
using the surviving philosophical 'fragments', of the course of Stoic and Cynic thinking on marriage from early Greek precursors to late Roman and patristic authors - information which is then applied ...
Paul on Marriage and Celibacy
They carried with them a hastily composed document that came to be known as the Bayonet Constitution, which they forced the ... The single most critical dismemberment of Hawaiian society was the ...
Dismembering Lahui: A History of the Hawaiian Nation to 1887
A Fragment on Government is, as Ross Harrison observes in his introduction, a young man's work, and Bentham's exuberant prose reflects his own confidence that the Fragment 'was the first publication ...
Bentham: A Fragment on Government
America’s Communal Utopias, a welcome and much-needed book, brings into sharp focus a hitherto ill-mapped stretch of American social-history terrain. In some respects, of course, fragments of the ...
America's Communal Utopias
Hinduism is noted for its incredible diversity and its widely admired spirit of tolerance and respect for other faiths and cultures.
Sudheendra Kulkarni: With his Fabindia boycott call, Tejasvi Surya is hurting the soul of Hinduism
In his book Lebanon: A Country in Fragments, Andrew Arsan argues that ... another major cog in the wheel that doesn't help — the Constitution, which she describes as vague when it comes to ...
KT Long Read: A paradox called Lebanon
A statue of how the prince looked when he was 7 years old was placed on the shrine along with supposed bone fragments of Buddha ... the Seventeen Article Constitution, which begins with a call ...
Memorial held to mark death of Prince Shotoku 1,400 years ago
we'll be a better society and a better nation." Feinsod and attorney William Morris read the resolution that exonerates all lynching victims of their alleged crimes because they have been denied their ...
Candle ceremony honors two victims of injustice
According to a September analysis by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution ... they also began to further fragment into inner-ring suburbs and wealthier outer-ring suburbs (or exurbs), which typically ...
When a White-majority neighborhood wants to divorce its Black city
The research reports that a bone fragment found in Southeast Alaska belongs to a dog ... The research was published yesterday in the Proceedings of the Royal Society B. UB evolutionary biologist ...
Ancient bone fragment holds clues on how dogs got to the Americas
"The source could be attributed, among other things, to the burning in the atmosphere of an artificial satellite or its fragment, on the board of which there was a source of ruthenium-106 with ...
Satellite that burnt in atmosphere blamed for ruthenium-106 discharge
A fragment of the interview was shown on the Vesti Nedely (News of the Week) program on the Rossiya-1 TV Channel on Sunday. "Today we are considering amendments to the Constitution. Very many ...
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